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Abstract: Achieving aberration correction can improve the imaging quality of an optical system, and
reducing the error sensitivity of system can improve the realizability of the system. In order to obtain
an off-axis three-mirror optical system with high image quality and low error sensitivity, a design
method is proposed which obtains the initial structure of the three-mirror anastigmatic (TMA) optical
system with low error sensitivity through a nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II).
Combining the comprehensive evaluation function of image quality and error sensitivity, this method
iteratively selects multiple freeform surface types to determine the combination with the lowest
error sensitivity and obtains the freeform TMA optical system with optimal overall performance.
A freeform TMA optical system is designed by the method proposed in this paper, and the error
sensitivity of the optical system is analyzed. The results show that the image quality of the freeform
optical system is effectively improved and the error sensitivity is effectively reduced with the same
error applied, which verifies the correctness and practicality of the method.

Keywords: TMA optical systems; desensitization design method; freeform surface

1. Introduction

TMA optical systems can achieve a larger relative aperture, larger field of view (FOV),
and higher imaging quality when combined with freeform optical surfaces with strong
aberration correction capability [1–5]. High-performance optical systems are up-and-
coming and have been implemented [6–8]. However, due to the non-rotational symmetry
of the system, the complexity and difficulty of the processing and alignment of freeform
TMA optical systems are more significant, and the sensitivity of optical element position
errors is also higher [9–11]. Therefore, it is of great significance for the high-performance
imaging design and realization of the freeform TMA optical system if the error sensitivity
can be reduced while achieving the high-performance optical system.

We believe that two aspects of the desensitization design of freeform optical systems
are essential: the first is to obtain the initial structure of the optical system with low error
sensitivity, and the second is the desensitization optimization of the freeform optical system.
The close combination of the two aspects is an effective way to obtain a freeform TMA
optical system with low error sensitivity.

Obtaining the initial structure is the beginning of optical design. An excellent initial
structure plays a critical role in the optical system’s subsequent optimization and final
performance realization. The traditional initial structure solution for optical systems mainly
focuses on the object-image relationship and aberration correction. In recent years, some
new initial structure solution methods have been reported for freeform systems, such
as the Wassermann-Wolf differential-equations method [12–14], the simultaneous multi-
surface design method [15,16], and the design method based on point-by-point construction
and iteration [17–20], etc., However, not many publicly reported initial structure solution
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methods have taken the performance of optical system error sensitivity as the core of
the investigation. Some optical system initially structure solutions on error sensitivity,
primarily applying damped least squares (DLS) to obtain local minima rather than optimal
global solutions [21–23]. Some other solution methods are mainly qualitative and lack
quantitative evaluation indicators.

For the desensitization optimization of optical systems, the usual methods are the
global optimization method, parameter control method, and freeform surface optimization
method. The global optimization method is to optimize and iterate on a large sample of
optical systems that have completed image quality optimization and to select systems with
better tolerance robustness [24–26], which is a qualitative method. The parameter control
method is based on the optical system parameters obtained from theoretical studies with a
clear regular or quantitative relationship with the error sensitivity. In optimization, process
desensitization is achieved by direct or indirect control of these parameters [10,27–30].
This method is a quantitative desensitization design method that can visually regulate
specific values associated with the error sensitivity of the optical system. In recent years,
some other studies have shown that optical systems applied to certain freeform surfaces
have lower error sensitivity than those applied aspheric surfaces [31–33], which leaves the
application of freeform surfaces to improve the imaging performance of optical systems
and the potential of error sensitivity to be exploited.

In light of the above discussion, this paper proposes a desensitization design method
for freeform TMA optical systems based on initial structure screening. The method com-
bines the features of the global optimization method, parameter control method, and
freeform optimization method and considers the advantages of multiple design methods.
First, the initial structure of the TMA optical system is selected by the NSGA-II, and the
freeform surface is introduced into the conic TMA system in order to improve the system
performance. The characteristic parameters affecting the error sensitivity of the freeform
optical system are controlled based on the proposed quantitative evaluation function of the
error sensitivity. In order to exploit the desensitization potential of the freeform surface,
the combination of multiple types of freeform surfaces is screened and optimized to obtain
the best combination of surface types considering the optical system’s imaging quality
and error sensitivity. Finally, the desensitization design of the free-form optical system
is produced. In order to verify the effectiveness of the desensitization design method, a
freeform TMA optical system with a focal length of 100 mm, an F-number of 5, and a
FOV of 3◦ × 3◦ is used as an example for the desensitization design. The error sensitivity
analysis with the counterpart conic optical system shows that the freeform optical system
obtained by applying the desensitization design method has a significant improvement in
the image quality and error sensitivity performance with the same error applied.

2. Error Sensitivity Evaluation Function for Freeform Surfaces

Tilt is an important manifestation of the position error of optical elements [34]. It
mainly causes asymmetric aberrations such as astigmatism, which is difficult to compensate
for the image quality by defocus. Therefore, the tilt error has been taken as an essential
research object in the theoretical research of the error sensitivity of optical systems.

A tilt sensitivity evaluation function was proposed in our previous study and effec-
tively used to evaluate the error sensitivity of the conic TMA optical system. The method
is improved to evaluate and optimize the error sensitivity of the freeform TMA optical
system by combining the method with ray sampling.

The error sensitivity evaluation function is the core of the optical system desensitiza-
tion design. In order to establish an effective evaluation function, the first is to investigate
the clear mathematical relationship between the internal parameters of the optical system
and the error sensitivity under the condition of tilt error perturbation, and then to control
these parameters to achieve the desensitization in the subsequent desensitization design.
Based on the geometric ray-tracing method, the error sensitivity of the optical system is
manifested by the variation of optical path difference (OPD). By deriving the variation of
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OPD (∆OPD) of any ray of the optical system before and after being disturbed by tilt, it
is concluded that the larger the slope of the tangent line at the intersection of the ray and
the mirror is, the smaller the ∆OPD due to the error is, which means the error sensitivity is
lower [30]. Therefore, the tangent slope at the intersection of ray and mirror is determined
to be a pivotal factor in characterizing the error sensitivity of the optical system, and a
tilt error sensitivity evaluation function with the tangent slope as the core is proposed
accordingly.

The schematic diagram of ray propagation at the intersection of the optical element is
shown in Figure 1. The intersection of the incidence ray and the mirror is N. The tangent
line to the mirror is made at point N. The slope of the tangent line is defined as K.
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The tangent slope K at the intersection of ray and mirror is inversely proportional to the
tilt error sensitivity of the optical system, so the larger the value of K in the desensitization
design is, the lower error sensitivity is. However, the maximum value of K cannot be
obtained as a tangent function, leading to the inability to set a suitable threshold. Based on
the analysis of the optimization function, the optimization process is usually to obtain the
minimum value of the optimization function. Therefore, in order to facilitate the setting of
the error sensitivity threshold, the absolute value of the reciprocal of K is defined as τ, and
the error sensitivity evaluation function is constructed [34].

Define the mirror tilt error sensitivity evaluation function as SENSurface:

SENSur f ace =

√√√√√NOF
∑

k=1
τ2

k

k
, (1)

where k is the serial number of the field and NOF is the number of FOV sampling points.
Define the optical system tilt error sensitivity evaluation function as SENSystem:

SENSystem =

3
∑

i=1
SENSur f ace

k
, (2)

where i is the serial number of the surface.
Since freeform surfaces do not have rotational symmetry, it is difficult to effectively

control the error sensitivity of an optical system by analyzing only one ray. Therefore, it is
necessary to extend the application of the error sensitivity evaluation function for freeform
optical systems and an error sensitivity evaluation method applicable to any freeform
surface is proposed.

In the error sensitivity evaluation method based on ray tracing, aiming at the footprint
of a mirror through a certain FOV, the “Ring-Arm” sampling method with high sampling
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density reflects the idea of global desensitization from the parts to the whole, and achieves
the purpose of reducing the comprehensive error sensitivity of the TMA optical system.

The sampling method of “Ring-Arm” is used, and NOR × NOA sampling points are
selected. The number of selected Rings is NOR, and the number of selected Arms is NOA.
The Rings and Arms are chosen as follows—Ring is defined as follows: Ring # represents
the serial number of the Ring, from the center outward as light purple Ring 1, green Ring 2,
blue Ring 3, black Ring... representing the possible Rings, dark red Ring NOR. The Arms
are defined as follows: Arm # represents the serial number of the Arm, starting from the
meridian +90◦ direction as Arm 1, and sorted counterclockwise as Arm 2, Arm 3, Arm...
representing the possible Arms, Arm NOA. For example, Ring 3, Arm2 corresponds to the
location of the reference point as shown by the red arrow in Figure 2.
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At each sampling point, the tangent slope of the intersection of the ray and the mirror
is defined as Ku,v. The error sensitivity of one freeform mirror corresponding to a single
FOV is calculated first, and then the average of the error sensitivity of freeform TMA optical
system corresponding to each FOV is calculated as the comprehensive error sensitivity
evaluation function.

Error sensitivity for a single FOV, a single freeform mirror is defined as SENF:

SENF =

√√√√√ NOR
∑

u=1

NOA
∑

v=1
τ2

u,v

NOR× NOA
, (3)

where, u is the serial number of the Ring, v is the serial number of the Arm.
Error sensitivity for all FOVs corresponding to the freeform TMA optical system is

defined as SENFSystem:

SENFSystem =

NOF
∑

k=1

√
3
∑

i=1

SENF2
i

3

NOF
, (4)

3. Design Method
3.1. Initial Structure Construction

In this paper, the NSGA-II algorithm is used to automatically calculate the initial
system structure parameters. The NSGA-II algorithm, proposed by Srinivas and Deb
in 2000, is one of the most popular multi-objective genetic algorithms, which reduces
the complexity of non-inferiority ranking genetic algorithms and has the advantages of
fast operation and good convergence of the solution set, making it a benchmark for the
performance of other multi-objective optimization algorithms [35]. Minimizing two or
more value functions by using the NSGA-II algorithm will result in a compromised set of
solutions (Pareto solutions) rather than just the single solution obtained in single-objective
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optimization algorithms. The researcher can decide the importance of two or more value
functions through the analysis and thus select the desired result among the Pareto solutions.
The specific process of the NSGA-II algorithm is not described in detail here. In the design
of the TMA optical system, the layout of the three-mirror system is shown in Figure 3.
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The system consists of three mirrors: primary mirror (PM), secondary mirror (SM),
and triple mirror (TM). y1, y2, and y3 are the half-apertures of PM, SM, and TM; the
objective distance of the PM is infinity; l2 and l3 are the objective distances of the SM
and TM, respectively; f 1’, l2’, and l3’ are the image distances of the PM, SM, and TM,
respectively. The blocking ratios of SM to PM and TM to SM are α1 and α2, respectively the
magnifications of SM and TM are β1 and β2, respectively, and the conic coefficients of each
mirror are e1

2, e2
2, and e3

2, respectively. Where α1 = l2
f ′1
≈ y2

y1

α2 = l3
l′2
≈ y3

y2

,

 β1 =
l′2
l2

β2 =
l′3
l3

, (5)

Firstly, two blocking ratios (α1, α2), two magnifications (β1, β2), and three conic
coefficients (e1

2, e2
2, e3

2) are set as variables. The initial structure of TMA optical system
can be obtained by introducing the parameters into Equation (6).

Assuming that the focal length of the three mirror system is f’, the expressions of the
curvature radii of PM, SM, and TM and their corresponding thicknesses are calculated
according to the paraxial optical theory as follows:

R1 = 2 f ¢

β1β2

R2 = 2α1 f ¢

β2(1+β1)

R3 = 2α1α2 f ¢

1+β2

,


d1 = (1−α1) f ¢

β1β2

d2 = α1(1−α2) f ¢

β2

d3 = α1α2 f ¢

, (6)

where R1, R2, and R3 are the radii of curvature of PM, SM, TM respectively, d1, d2, and d3
are the distances between PM and SM, between SM and TM, and between TM and image
plane, respectively.

Then, two value functions of NSGA-II algorithm are constructed, which are image
quality evaluation function F1 and error sensitivity evaluation function F2. The smaller
value of F1 represents the better image quality of the initial structure corresponding to
this set of parameters, and the smaller value of F2 represents the lower error sensitivity
of it corresponding to this set of parameters. The NSGA-II algorithm is used to minimize
the two value functions to generate a set of Pareto solutions, where each set of solutions
corresponds to one initial structure parameter.
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Setting NSGA-II algorithm value function:

(1) Aberration evaluation function F1

The relationships between the third-order aberration coefficient and the blocking ratio,
magnification, and conic coefficient are as follows:

SI =
1
4

[(
e2

1 − 1
)

β3
1β3

2 − e2
2α1β3

2(1 + β1)
3 + e2

3α1α2(1 + β2)
3

+α1β3
2(1 + β1)(1− β1)

2 − α1α2(1 + β2)(1− β2)
2
]

SI I = − e2
2(α1−1)β3

2(1+β1)
3

4β1 β2
− [α2(α1−1)+β1(1−α2)](1+β2)(1−β2)

2

4β1 β2

+e2
3
[α2(α1−1)+β1(1−α2)](1+β2)

3

4β1 β2
+

(α1−1)β3
2(1+β1)(1−β1)

2

4β1 β2
− 1

2

SI I I = −e2
2

β2(α1−1)2(1−β3
1)

4α1 β2
1

− [α2(α1−1)+(1−α2)β1]
2(1+β2)(1−β2)

2

4α1α2 β2
1 β2

2

− [α2(α1−1)+β1(1−α2)](1−β2)(1+β2)
α1α2 β1 β2

+
β2(1+β1)

α1
− 1+β2

a1α2
− β1β2

+e2
3
[α2(α1−1)+β1(1−α2)]

2(1+β2)
3

4α1α2 β2
1 β2

2
+

β2(α1−1)2(1+β1)(1−β1)
2

4α1 β2
1

− β2(α1−1)(1−β1)(1+β1)
α1 β1

SIV = β1β2 −
β2(1+β1)

α1
+

1+β2
α1α2

SV =
2(α1−1)(β1+1)

α2
1 β1

+ 1
4
(β1+1)(α1−1)3(β1−1)2

α2
1 β3

1
+

3(α1−1)2(β1−1)(β1+1)
2α2

1 β2
1

+
2(β2+1)(α2−β1−α1α2+α2 β1)

α2
1α2

2 β1 β2
+

3(β2−1)(β2+1)(α2−β1−α1α2+α2 β1)
2

2α2
1α2

2 β2
1 β2

2

− e2
2(α1−1)3(β1+1)3

4α2
1 β3

1
+ (α2−β1−α1α2+α2 β1)

3

4α2
1α2

2 β3
1 β3

2

(7)

where SI, SII, SIII, SIV, and SV are the primary aberration coefficients of spherical aberration,
coma, astigmatism, field curvature, and distortion, respectively.

The aberration evaluation function F1 consists of primary aberration coefficients and
weights, as shown in Equation (8).

F1 = ω1|SI |+ ω2|SI I |+ ω3|SI I I |+ ω4|SIV |+ ω5|SV |, (8)

where ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, and ω5 are the weights corresponding to SI, SII, SIII, SIV, and SV,
respectively.

(2) Error sensitivity evaluation function F2

The aberration evaluation function F2 consists of the error sensitivity of the three
mirrors and weights, as shown in Equation (9).

F2 = v1|SEN1|+ v2|SEN2|+ v3|SEN3|, (9)

where SEN1, SEN2, and SEN3 are the error sensitivities of PM, SM, and TM, respectively,
and v1, v2, and v3 are the weights corresponding to the error sensitivities of PM, SM, and
TM, respectively.

3.2. Desensitization Design Method for Freeform Optical Systems

Based on the above analysis, a design method for freeform TMA optical system with
low error sensitivity is proposed.

First, the off-axis angle of the FOV is set according to the FOV requirements, and this
step has two purposes: one is to meet the requirements of the FOV, and the other is to
make the system unobscured. Set the range of the variables according to the structural
parameters of the target optical system. The NSGA-II algorithm is used to obtain a set of
Pareto solutions, and the conic TMA optical system with acceptable image quality and
error sensitivity is selected from the Pareto solution set as the initial structure for the next
optimization.

Then, to further optimize the performance of the TMA system (better image quality
and lower error sensitivity), freeform surfaces are used in the design and optimization of the
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TMA system. There are many kinds of freeform surface types; choose a variety of surface
types from the freeform surface type library to build M freeform TMA systems (if three
freeform surface types are selected, and the mirrors are allowed to use the same surface
type, the number of constructed systems is 27; if the mirrors are not allowed to use the same
surface, the number of systems constructed is 6) in order to study the performance of the
freeform TMA optical system with different freeform surface combinations. After all the
M systems are optimized, the optical system with the best image quality and lowest error
sensitivity is selected as the optimal system output. Different combinations of freeform
surface types are compared and discussed with the design results in Section 5.2. The flow
chart of the design method of the freeform TMA optical system with low error sensitivity is
shown in Figure 4.
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4. Design Example

A COOK TMA optical system with the focal length of 100 mm, F-number of 5, wave-
length of 550 nm, square FOV of 3◦ × 3◦ (Tangential: −8.5◦~−11.5◦, Sagittal: −1.5◦~1.5◦)
is designed as an example. The optical system parameters are taken as follows: e1

2, e2
2,

and e3
2 are within the range of: −5.0000~5.0000, α1 is within the range of 0.400~0.500, α2 is

within the range of 1.500~2.000, β1 is within the range of 1.500~2.000, and β2 is within the
range of 0.350~1.000. Setting all items in the image quality evaluation function and error
sensitivity evaluation function is of the same importance. The parameters of the NSGA-II
algorithm were set as follows: population size set as 200, the number of iterations set as
500, genetic probability set as 0.9, and variation probability set as 0.1.

The NSGA-II algorithm is used to solve, and the Pareto results are shown in Figure 5,
where each ball represents a set of solutions. The projection of all systems on the correspond-
ing surface of the F1-F2 plane is the Pareto front (magenta curve). Three representative
systems are selected from 200 sets of results for display. System 21 (orange ball) is the
system with better image quality and higher error sensitivity among all systems. On the
contrary, System 150 (blue ball) is the system with lower error sensitivity and poorer image
quality. In Figure 5, the green dashed box is considered to be systems acceptable to both
image quality and error sensitivity. System 174 (purple ball) is a system randomly selected
in this area. The image quality of system 174 is better than that of system 150, whereas its
error sensitivity is lower than that of system 21. Therefore, system 174 is selected as the
initial structure of the freeform TMA optical system. The initial structure parameters of
System 21, System 150, and System 174 are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Initial structure parameters for System 21, System 150, System 174.
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174 0.499 1.500 1.748 0.980 −2.3071 0.0900 0.1430 1.0807 0.0728
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Next, System 174 was used as the initial structure of the freeform TMA optical system
and was optimized. Five Rings and eight Arms (40 reference points) were selected to
evaluate and optimize the error sensitivity of the freeform TMA optical system.

In order to compare and select the freeform surface type combination with the best
image quality and lowest error sensitivity, we randomly selected three surface types from
the freeform surface type library, namely, Fringe Zernike polynomials, XY polynomials
and Chebyshev polynomials. The general form of a mathematical expression for a freeform
surface involves the addition of freeform terms on the basis of a conic surface, as shown in
Equation (10):

z(x, y) =
c(x2 + y2)

1 +
√

1− (1 + k)c2(x2 + y2)
+

J

∑
j

Ajgj(x, y), (10)

where c is the curvature of the surface, k is the conic coefficient, Aj is the coefficient of the
jth freeform term, and gj(x,y) is the freeform surface term described using polynomials
such as Fringe Zernike polynomials or XY polynomials.

We use the Fringe Zernike polynomials, Chebyshev polynomials, and XY polynomials
with the first to fourth order terms. Therefore, the freeform surface terms of XY polynomials
and Chebyshev polynomials can be provided by Equations (11) and (12):

J

∑
j

Ajgj(x, y) =
4

∑
m=0

4

∑
n=0

am,nxmyn, 1 ≤ m + n ≤ 4, (11)

J

∑
j

Ajgj(x, y) =
4

∑
m=0

4

∑
n=0

am,ntm,n(x, y), 1 ≤ m + n ≤ 4, (12)

where tm,n(x,y) are subforums of the Chebyshev polynomials. As for the Fringe Zernike
polynomials, the freeform surface terms can be provided by Equation (13):

J

∑
j

Ajgj(x, y) =
J

∑
j

AjZj(ρ, ϕ), j = 2, 3, . . . , 13, 17, 18, (13)

where ρ is the normalized radial ray coordinate and ϕ is the angular ray coordinate.
The six groups of freeform TMA optical systems were constructed according to the

application of different freeform surface types to different mirrors for comparison. The
image quality threshold of the freeform TMA optical system was set to 0.0200 λ and the
error sensitivity threshold was 0.0700. The surface combination and optimization results of
the six freeform TMA optical systems are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Surface combination and optimization results of six groups of freeform TMA optical systems.

System PM SM TM RMS WFE/λ SENFsystem

System 174 Conic Conic Conic 0.0645 0.0728

System 174-F1 XY
polynomials

Fringe Zernike
polynomials

Chebyshev
polynomials 0.0027 0.0687

System 174-F2 XY
polynomials

Chebyshev
polynomials

Fringe Zernike
polynomials 0.0081 0.0511

System 174-F3 Fringe Zernike
polynomials

XY
polynomials

Chebyshev
polynomials 0.0078 0.0477

System 174-F4 Chebyshev
polynomials

Fringe Zernike
polynomials

XY
polynomials 0.0026 0.0266

System 174-F5 Fringe Zernike
polynomials

Chebyshev
polynomials

XY
polynomials 0.0200 0.0289

System 174-F6 Chebyshev
polynomials

XY
polynomials

Fringe Zernike
polynomials 0.0040 0.0602
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Through comparative analysis, System 174-F4 has the best image quality and the
lowest error sensitivity, and is considered to be the best system. The layout diagram and
Root mean square Wavefront Error (RMS WFE) of System 174-F4 are shown in Figure 6.
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Subsequently, in order to visualize the magnitude of the performance enhancement
of TMA optical system by the introduction of the freeform surface, the error sensitivity
of conic TMA optical system (System174) and the freeform TMA optical system (System
174-F4), which is considered to be the best combination of the freeform surface types, were
analyzed and compared, respectively, and the error sensitivity comparison is as follows in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Error sensitivity analysis of three mirrors of System 174 and System 174-F4: (a) SENF of
PM; (b) SENF of SM; (c) SENF of TM.

Error sensitivity analysis was performed for the freeform optical system (System 174-
F4) and the conic optical system (System 174). We used the Monte Carlo tolerance analysis
method with 500 samples to calculate the average value of ∆RMS WFE. The tilt angle of
each mirror is 0.01◦ and the error amount obeyed a normal distribution. The results are
shown in Figure 8.
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(a) SENFsystem of System; (b) Monte Carlo analysis of System.

The results show that the RMS WFE of conic TMA is 0.0645λ, SENFsystem is 0.0728,
and the average ∆RMS WFE is 0.0049λwhen disturbed; the RMS WFE of freeform TMA
optimized by desensitization design is 0.0026λ, SENFsystem is 0.0266, and the average ∆RMS
WFE is 0.0025λ when disturbed. Compared with the conic TMA, the RMS WFE of the
freeform TMA is 1/25 of the original, and the average ∆RMS WFE is 51% of the original
with the same tilt applied, which can prove that our design method is correct and effective.

To illustrate the effectiveness of the low error sensitivity freeform optical system design
method proposed in this paper, we add a set of comparisons. System 174-F0 is optimized by
the traditional optimization method, and the goal of optimization is the best image quality.
During the optimization process, the three mirrors of System 174-F0 were upgraded to
freeform surfaces. In order to better compare with System 174-F4 (the best design result
using our proposed method), the three mirrors used the same freeform surface types as
System 174-F4. After optimization by traditional methods, the RMS WFE of System 174-F0
is 0.0024 λ. Monte Carlo (same parameter settings as System 174-F4) analysis of System
174-F0 shows an average ∆RMS WFE of 0.0040 when disturbed. With the same tilt applied,
the ∆RMS WFE of System 174-F4 (the design result using our proposed method) is 62.5% of
that of System 174-F0 (the design result not using our proposed method), which can prove
that our design method is effective in the optimization design process of freeform TMA
optical system.

5. Discussion
5.1. Discussion of Combined Design Methods

In this paper, a combined design method for freeform TMA optical systems is proposed.
The NSGA-II algorithm is applied to obtain an initial conic system acceptable to both image
quality and error sensitivity. Compared with the traditional “initial structure + DLS
algorithm” method, this method obtains a globally optimal solution instead of an optimal
local solution, providing an optimal initial structure for further optimization. A good
conic optical system as the initial structure of the freeform optical system can be easily
optimized to obtain good design results, thus significantly improving the design efficiency.
The performance of the system is then continued to be improved by introducing freeform
surfaces. The entire design process combines the advantages of the global optimization
method, the parameter control method, and the freeform surface optimization method,
in which the global optimization method is more suitable for the search of the initial
structure and in the subsequent freeform surface optimization process, and the global
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optimization method with large sample iterations is not suitable because of the complexity
of the freeform surface representation. Therefore, we use the parameter control method to
optimize the freeform optical system in the subsequent optimization process. Throughout
the design process, we apply different desensitization methods in different steps according
to their characteristics, which not only reduces computation time but also obtains good
design results. From the design results, the method proposed in this paper is effective.

In addition, when the NSGA-II algorithm is applied to obtain the initial optical system
structure parameters, researchers only need to analyze aberration and error sensitivity and
set the value function according to the index of the target optical system. The process does
not require complex mathematical calculations and program writing, which is simple and
easy to implement with good applicability.

5.2. Discussion of Surface Type Combinations and Design Results

As for the design results, as shown in Table 2, the image quality of the freeform
TMA optical system is better for the SM with Fringe Zernike polynomials and less error
sensitive for the TM with XY polynomials, where the PM adopts Chebyshev polynomials,
the SM adopts Fringe Zernike polynomials, and the TM adopts XY polynomials as the
optimal freeform surface combination. Since Fringe Zernike polynomials is orthogonal in
the circular domain, applying it to the SM (Stop) can obtain the best imaging quality, which
is consistent with the conclusion of Y. Zhong and H. Gross‘ comparative analysis [36].

In the design comparison process of this paper, the focus is on comparing the design
results of different freeform surface types combinations without considering the difficulty
of fabrication. In addition, the number of freeform surface types involved in the comparison
is small, and in the further study, the number of freeform surface types will be increased
and the manufacturing difficulty of different surface types will be considered for a more
comprehensive and integrated analysis.

6. Conclusions

The freeform TMA optical system with low error sensitivity can achieve high imaging
quality and be highly resistant to error interruptions. In this paper, the existing error-
sensitive evaluation function for conic surfaces is extended to the evaluation of freeform
surfaces by combining the “Ring-Arm” reference point sampling method. The NSGA-II
algorithm is used to establish the initial structure of a good TMA optical system, and then a
comprehensive evaluation function that considering the image quality and error sensitivity
of the freeform optical system is used to evaluate and compare various combinations of
freeform surface types to determine the optimal freeform surface type. As an example, a
freeform TMA optical system with a focal length of 100 mm, an F-number of 5, and a FOV
of 3◦ × 3◦ is designed and optimized to use Chebyshev polynomials for the PM, Fringe
Zernike polynomials for the SM, and XY polynomials for the TM, as the optimal freeform
surface combination.

Compared with the conic system (System 174), the image quality of the freeform
surface system (System 174-F4) is greatly improved, and the RMS WFE is 1/25 of the
original, and the error sensitivity of the three mirrors is greatly reduced with the overall
error sensitivity of the system 36.5% of the original. With the same error applied, the ∆RMS
WFE is 51% of the original, which verifies the correctness and practicality of the method.
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